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 by Carlien   

Club Muse 

"Nishi Azabu Hot Spot"

In the sea of Tokyo nightlife, if you walk into the wrong atmosphere,

finding the right club to mingle with locals and other people from abroad

can be a disheartening experience. Most people who come to Tokyo

usually find themselves taking a trip to the infamously sleazy Roppongi

nightlife scene—but just about 10 minutes on foot from Roppongi Hills, is

the popular and more attractive Club Muse. Well-known among the

foreign community in Tokyo for being an excellent pick-up spot, count on

finding several people (locals/foreigners) who share the same taste for

excitement. Average-priced drinks, pool tables, a few karaoke rooms, and

2 dance floors with a mix of music await the arrival of those who are

looking for a bit of action during their stay.

 +81 3 5467 1188  www.muse-web.com/  4-1-1 Nishi-Azabu, Azabu Kasumimachi

apartment B1F, Tóquio

 by cogdogblog   

Billy Barew 

"Beers From The World Over"

Boasting over 1,000 types of beers, even the pickiest of hops and barley

aficionados can find a beer to their liking here. If you have never had an

African or Indian beer or would like your friends to learn about your

favorites, Billy Barew Ebisu is the place to be. Parties and events can be

hosted. For such a range, be prepared to pay some premium prices but it

is a worthwhile experience for those who cannot get out of the country

enough to enjoy the pleasures of global brews.

 +81 3 3209 0952  billybaba.owst.jp  info@bbj.ne.jp  1-17-9 Takadanobaba, Tóquio

 by Toshihiro Oimatsu   

T.Y. Harbor Brewery 

"Waterfront Brewpub"

T.Y. Harbor Brewery does a great job with the beers that are brewed on

location. A good offering of ales; amber, pale, wheat and stout; these

beers are on tap daily and should be sampled. With local Japanese beer

and conventional brews as well, beer lovers of any persuasion will be

satisfied by the variety and solid flavors on offer here. Scrumptious

American delicacies are perfect accompaniments to the brews. There is

also a patio overlooking the canal and is a perfect spot to soak in some

sun while sipping on cold beer in spring and summer.

 +81 3 5479 4555  www.tyharborbrewing.co.j

p/

 ty-info@tyharborbrewing.c

o.jp

 2-1-3 Higashi Shinagawa,

Shinagawa-ku, Tóquio
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